
LLT LED Tube Series
(LED/SMD) (T8 Socket) (9w/15w/18w/22w/24w)

The lighting revolution is coming! LLT LED Tube Lights are the next 

generation solution to replace conventional �uorescent light. They 

feature higher e�ciency, more reliability compared to the previous 

generation.

With patented thermal control technology and special designed 

housing, LED Tube Lights substantially achieves good thermal 

property and plays more stable performance and of course will last 

up to 50,000 hours compared to 5,000 hours from conventional 

�uorescent lights.

LED Tube Lights adopts high e�cient LEDs, which makes them 

produce equivalent light intensity of 40 watts �uorescent lights at 

only 15 watts consumption (1.2m, 324LEDs). They can directly drop 

into existing T8 sockets, no need of ballast and starter.

LLT LED Tube Lights is CE approved and RoHS compliant for 

illumination lighting, task lighting, display lighting and back lighting.

Feature:

Typical Application:

buses, trains, warehouses, parking lots etc

and kitchens or any other places where accent lighting is required

lighting for square are billboards or advertisement boards

LED Lighting

LLT LED Module Series

LLT LED Power 
Supply Series

LLT LED Controller
Series

LLT LED Track
LAMP Series

LLT LED Track Lamp can receive and recognize signal from computer. 
Consisting of 16 pcs of Track Lamp, a simulative LEDs screen can be created. 
The ‘LED Screen’ is with 16x16=256 pixels (each tube contains 16 pixels), and 
can produce 7 colors: Red, yellow, blue, green, white, cyan and purple. This 
‘Screen’ is controlled by speci�ed so�ware, any letter (character) or picture 
can be displayed.
Using signal translator, the R5232 signal is translated to R5485, using a power 
supply unit for each 8 pieces of LED Track Lamp and is connected one by 
one.

Features:

LED Track Lamp
 for indoor/outdoor use

 low maintenance and bright output



LLT LED
Bulb Series
(E11/E14/E15/E17/E26/E27/B22 Base)

LLT LED Bulb using incandescent lamp used as an exterior design. 
The cover is made of UV resistance, high temperature resistance 
and waterproof material.
Typical Application:

LLT LED Spot
Light Series

(MR16/GU10/E27 Base)

LLT LED Spot Light

according to the modern streamline shape, meet people’s taste. 

generation’s green high-tech products. Can cast far distance with 

Typical Application:

LLT LED Down
Light Series

LLT LED Down Light

the exquisite lamp. The ideal new commercial lighting source is a  

Typical Application:

LLT LED
Strip Series

LLT LED Strip

customized in accordance with the requirements.
Typical Application:

LLT LED Wall
Washer

Series

LLT LED Wall Washer

programmed to create uniform solid color or to create full color 

sunlight exposure.
Led Wall Washer System

Led Wall Washer 

Typical Application:

LLT LED Flood
 Light Series

LLT LED Flood Light adopts high-power light source, high-light 

dissipation advance to ensure that lamp life is more permanent.
Typical Application:
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